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Abstract—Domestic energy usage patterns can be reduced to a series of classifications for power system analysis or operational purposes, generalizing household behavior into particular load profiles without noise induced variability. However, with AMI data transmissions over wireless networks becoming more commonplace data losses can inhibit classification negating the benefits to the operation of the power system as a whole. Here, an approach allowing incomplete load profiles to be classified while maintaining less than a 10% classification error with up to 20% of the data missing is presented.
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I. RESIDENTIAL LOAD CLASSIFICATION

With Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) being rolled out to residential networks in many network areas, the prospect of operating the electrical grid more efficiently at this level has been keenly received. Heterogeneity characterizes residential loads, making them a particular challenge for power system operation and analysis. Despite this, daily load profiles can be partitioned into finite sets permitting generalization [1, 2, 3], to yield important subpopulations within load groups, gaining a detailed characterization of energy consumption, for example, when aligning generation with demand on microgrids [4]. However, AMI systems, being primarily based on wireless communications technologies, face the risk of data loss, so this paper proposes modifications that enable an existing technique for classifying daily load profiles in the presence of inevitable missing data and demonstrates the applications for this technique for robust classification and variable horizon short term load forecasting.

II. LOAD CLASSIFICATION USING MIXTURE MODELS

As proposed in [2], a daily electrical load profile \( l \) on a given date \( t \) can be represented as a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean \( \mu \) and covariance \( \Sigma \) as

\[
P(l_t; \mu, \Sigma) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}^d} \exp \left( \frac{1}{2} (\ln l_t - \mu)^\top \Sigma^{-1} (\ln l_t - \mu) \right)
\]

(1)

The time resolution is encoded as \( d \) variables within the distribution, which results in a \( d \)-dimensional mean vector \( \mu \) representing expected load. To accommodate multiple behaviors which will embody themselves as modes in the empirical distribution of load at a given time of day, this representation can be embedded in a mixture model comprising a linear combination of \( M \) distributions as

\[
P(l_t) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} P(m)P(l_t; \mu_m, \Sigma_m)
\]

(2)

Akin to general clustering approaches [1, 3], for any given load profile, this model, once learned from data [2], will yield a class label \( c \) evaluated as the one distribution out of \( M \) most likely to have generated it

\[
c_t = \max_c \sum_{m=1}^{M} P(m)P(l_t; \mu_c, \Sigma_c)
\]

(3)

While techniques such as Self Organising Maps and Fuzzy type classifiers [1, 6] can achieve a similar objective, they typically need a complete set of inputs, e.g. \( l_t \), on which to base their classifications. In AMI systems points in \( l_t \) are captured at a number of regular time periods though the day; measured values will be real but null readings can result from hardware or communication failure. The set \( s_t \) contains the indices of the daily load profile \( l_t \), for which the load data is valid. Formally this can be expressed as,

\[
s_t = \{ a : 1 \leq a \leq A | l_{a,t} \in \mathbb{R} \}
\]

(4)

where \( A \) is the load profile advance resolution (\( A=48 \) half hourly values in the cases considered here) and \( l_{a,t} \) is the \( a \)-th advance of the load profile. The dimensionality of a multivariate Gaussian distribution can be reduced by simply extracting a subset of its mean vector as

\[
\mu' \subseteq \mu, \text{ where } \mu = \{ \mu_1, \mu_2, \ldots, \mu_d \}
\]

(5)

applying this to the daily load profile data allows \( s_t \) to be used synonymously with \( \mu' \), i.e.

\[
\forall \mu'_i \exists i \in s_t
\]

(6)

This labeling will therefore permit a classification to be made irrespective of the amount of data missing during the day.

III. LOAD CLASSIFICATION WITH INCOMPLETE DATA

Models for load classification were learned from held out AMI data [7] using the procedure described in [2] and benchmark data was created retrospectively to form incomplete data sets. In the first instance, load data were randomly censored similar to the effect that transient power outages or communication failures might have [6]. Sustained
gaps in AMI readings would likely be caused by longer power outages or device failure hence are not considered here. The effect of censoring groups of measurements to simulate latency of the GPRS network, or failure of short range wireless networks, both used in AMI systems [5], at particular times of the day is another potentially interesting case. Figure 1 compares the effect of null readings (‘not a number’ - NaNs) when they are randomly located throughout the data, demonstrating daily energy usage is most likely to be incorrectly classified if data is missing in the early hours of the morning. This may be attributable to the load profile classes being characterized by less variable off-peak advances [2, 3].

Null readings that are randomly dispersed throughout the data have the least effect on the classification process.

### TABLE I

**CORRECT CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGY USAGE FOR NULL READINGS OCCURRING AT PEAK TIMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Reading Occurrence</th>
<th>% of Load Profile Data Missing</th>
<th>% Errorneous allocations</th>
<th>% of Allocations which are Errorneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-7:30pm</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8:30pm</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9:30pm</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>15.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9:30pm</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>19.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-9:30pm</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>24.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9:30pm</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>26.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-10:30pm</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>31.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II

**CORRECT CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGY USAGE WHEN NULL READINGS OCCUR AT OFF-PEAK TIMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null Reading Occurrence</th>
<th>% of Missing Data Points</th>
<th>% Errorneous allocations</th>
<th>% Errorneous Allocations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-3:30am</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4:30am</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>8.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-4:30am</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5:30am</td>
<td>16.66</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>21.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5:30am</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>29.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-5:30am</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>37.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-6:30am</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td>1161</td>
<td>46.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables I and II indicate that it is off-peak times that influence the distinguishing features of a load profile – lower classification errors result from more than 20% of the load profile missing at peak times than for off-peak.

### IV. PARTIAL DAY FORECASTING

Another motive to accommodate partial observations is the need to classify the current day at different time horizons, for example to formulate a robust demand response schedule for the following day [4].

At midday in figure 2, with 50% of readings unknown, 60% of class allocations were correct. In order to confidently predict the days’ allocation, around 90% of the time this cannot be made until 10pm but this still buys a valuable window in which to carry out processing for day ahead operational activities.

### V. CONCLUSIONS

Future electricity grids place an increasing dependence on data and communications, particularly in understanding load on distribution networks. The approach presented allows data with small gaps to still be reliably used to inform models that classify load behaviors, accommodating null or delayed readings inevitable with wireless data collection. Energy usage in a given premises on a given day continues to be assigned to the correct sub-profile class with almost 90% accuracy even with several hours of data missing. Where this addition will be most useful in practice is in residential demand response or storage schemes that deal with highly dynamic load behaviour across a small number of customers on relatively short time scales with the added challenge of reliance on public cellular or wireless networks.
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